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Introduction 
tatutory regulation of residential service charges was first 

introduced under the Housing Finance Act 1972 and 

successive legislation, notably the Landlord and Tenant Act 

1985 and the Common hold and Leasehold Reform Act 2002, has 

afforded residential tenants even greater protection against 

abuse (Bello, Khamis& Ibrahim, 2020). The statutory framework 

for service charges has developed over time, through a number 

of acts of parliament. An in-depth coverage of leasehold and 

tenant service charge legislation which can be found in a range of 

Chartered Institute of Housing, National Housing Federation, 

Leasehold Advisory Service and Royal Institution of Chartered 

Surveyors Publications (Peroman and Davies, 2013). The law says 

that landlords should accurately identify the costs of managing 

services provided to tenants and leaseholders. The reasonable 

costs of managing services should be passed on to tenants and 

leaseholders. Clear explanations of management costs should be 

made available to tenants and leaseholders (Peroman and Davies, 

2013) 
Wali (2012) opined that there is no statutory requirement for the 

routine preparation and content of service charge accounts but 

the accounts should comply with the provisions of the 

lease/tenancy agreement as otherwise there may be difficulty in 

recovering the expenditure. In addition, landlords should monitor 

relevant case law as each decision may set a precedent in the 

management of leasehold properties. 

Service charges are also payable for major works, such as 

renewing roofs, windows, lifts, concrete or brick. Service charges  
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are payable by most people who live in leasehold properties and also by some private rented 

sector tenants. In London there are more than 500,000 households that pay these charges 

(London assembly, 2011). 

 

STATEMENT OF RESEARCH PROBLEM 

Service charge is applicable when you have services that are enjoyed by multiple tenants. The 

money paid as service charge is for the maintenance of those common services like security, 

cleaning and standby-generators. The payment of service charge has always been a 

contentious issue between property owners and their tenants. Only recently, occupants of 

residential housing estate were embroiled in a controversy over the hike in service charge by 

the owners of the housing estate (Saad; Mallam-Baba; Ishiyaku; Takuh; Milala 2022) 

The problem of service charge on property location is faced by both new and existing assets, 

and its solution is critical to a company’s eventual success. An important element in designing 

a company’s supply chain is the location of its property. Managing and maintaining properties 

in Nigeria might be expensive and problematic in nature but nevertheless, it is inevitable if 

investment in such a properties is not to be lost. 

Service charge is primarily to preserve buildings in their initial functional, structural and 

aesthetic states so that they continue to remain as such and retain their investment value over 

a long period of existence. According to Musa (2002), it denotes all actions carried-out on a 

building after completion to preserve it in its initial state, starting from the defects liability 

period of the building to its disposal. Adejimi (1998) as quoted by Walli (2012) posits that 

theories and hypotheses are postulated and propounded daily, but maintenance problems still 

remain adamantly unyielding and so unsolved and this is why there is a serious need to look at 

the problem from another perspective. 

 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

The main of this study is to assess the effectiveness of service charge administration in 

residential housing estates in Ilorin metropolis with a view to ascertain effective service charge 

delivery system in residential housing estates. 

In achieving the aim, the followings objectives are set out; 

disposal and also reveal that the challenges of service charge administration in the study is 

default in service charge payment in the study area and apportionment of service charge. 

The study concluded that a service charge is a levy paid by tenants to their landlord or 

property manager for the upkeep of common services provided by the landlord for their 

enjoyment.  The study recommends that Real estate professionals are encouraged to make 

fees chargeable with respect to service delivery flexible such that occupants may not pay 

exorbitant amounts yet receive an efficient service delivery which will further encourage 

them in payment of such charges, while the aesthetic quality of the property will be 

improved upon and occupants will be satisfied with what is been paid for. 

 
Keywords: service charge, Administration, Residential Housing Estate 
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i. To identify facilities that constitute service charges in residential housing estate 

in Ilorin metropolis 

ii. To investigate the challenges involves in service charge administration in the 

study area. 

 

RESEARCH QUETIONS 

The study will answer the following research questions in the course of the study. 

i. What are the services that constitute service charges? 

ii. What are the challenges involves in service charge administration? 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Service description is one of the most difficult items to be identified. According to Brandy 

(2003) service is unlike manufactured product that has specific dimensions, measurement and 

features associated to it, it cannot be easily quantify cause it’s an intangible product and 

makes it difficult to ensure consistent result from those who are part of the service process 

cause ,in the absence of well-defined standards, people tend to operate from their own frame 

of reference and provide the type of service they are comfortable collecting /receiving which 

makes it difficult to remove the  process of service delivery from the service recipient because 

the different expectations from themselves can affect the outcome of the 

delivery.(Shostack,1992). 

Moran (2007) express that the services provided will depend on the nature and type of the 

premises and include repairing, decorating and maintaining retained parts, plants and 

machinery, air conditioning and lighten of retained parts, fire precautions and equipment, 

refuse collection and cleaning of garden, maintaining structural part of the premises boundary 

features such as signage, legal and other professional fees, employment of staffs for security 

purpose, reception and management of the property, central circuit television system CCTV 

and the cost of items will vary greatly with security and cleaning accounting about half of the 

expenditure. A broad perspective of services that must be provided to be a very useful and 

relevant to the needs of the property which include the lessor, lessee and others. (Royal 

Institute of Chartered Surveyors, 2006). 

 The term service charge has been defined in various ways by different scholars, Section 18 (1) 

of the Tenancy Occupation Act, defines a service charge as ‘an amount payable by a tenant of 

a dwelling as part of or in addition to the rent which is payable, directly or indirectly, for 

services, repairs, maintenance, improvements or insurance or the landlord’s costs of 

management; and the whole or part of which varies or may vary according to the relevant 

costs in “Estate Management Practice” that service charge is defined to include cost or 

estimated cost incurred in the provision of service and work. Stapleton (1994). 

Nwankwo (2004) asserted that service charge is an additional rent collected by the property 

owners or the managing agents from tenants or occupiers of property for providing common 

services that the landlord has agreed should be provided which they are unable to provide for 

themselves. 

Royal Institute of Chattered Surveyor (2011) opined that service charge is a means by which 

property owner recover from the building occupant all expenditure incurred in the restoration 

and upkeep of the common part of the building, plants and machinery and the delivery of 

shared amenities which the amount vary on a yearly basis depending on the type of work done 

in a particular year. 
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Ogunleye (2013) express that service charge could be a fixed variable amount and it is not just 

paid by tenant alone but property owners also pays service charge a times where the owner 

or property agent controlling the property employ an outside manager to take care of 

maintenance of its property. 

Depending on the tenancy agreement, service that come under service charge could be 

structural repairs and insurance, lifts, cleaning of the surroundings and it can also be referred 

to as service maintenance charge” (Kuye,2000). 

According to Martin (1981) cited by Mohd,Mohd, and Micheal(2009) service charge is the cost 

to a tenants in insuring landlords against actual and anticipated expenditure on the 

protection, maintenance and replacement of some part and structure, finishes and equipment 

of the property for which no tenant is directly responsible and it consist of other cost that are 

known as sinking fund, replacement cost and reserve funds.Service charge is a means by 

which a property owner recovers the expenses incurred for the common areas of a building 

in a multiple tenants (Holt &Eccles, 2011, RICS, 2014 cited in Halvitigala, 2018).  

 

FACILITIES THAT CONSTITUTES SERVICE CHARGE 

Bello, et al., (2020) opined that Facilities that constitute service charge in a residential building 

varies based on the type of building which could be high rise, duplex, bungalow and mansion.  

Below are items that constitute service charge: maintenance and repairs of lifts and air 

conditioning system, maintenance of standby electricity generator, provision of security, 

maintenance of fire system in case of an outbreak, cleaning and lightening of common parts, 

clearing of septic tanks, cess pool  and soakaway pit, refuse disposal, allocation of parking lots, 

maintenance of sewage treatment plants, furnishing of common part and maintenance offices  

and pest control and rodents eradication, and any other services to be jointly offered to the 

tenants Bello, et al., (2020). 

Smeby (2012) states that service charge in Nigeria is often applied to multi tenant property 

where it is necessary for the landlord and his agent to organize those common services like 

gardening, cleaning, security, waste disposal, fueling of generator.  The service fund is for the 

maintenance of facilities provided by the landlord which are jointly enjoyed by the tenants 

which include; cleaning of the common areas such as parking space,  lawn, staircase 

compound, landscape area, clearing of refuse within the premises, repainting of the common 

areas, maintenance of salaries of the operators, replacement and rechargeable of fire 

extinguishers and maintenance of drainage channel and estate roads, lightening of common 

areas, electricity bill consumed in the running of pumping machine, lifts and so on. 

 

CHALLENGES AND ISSUES OF SERVICE CHARGES ADMINISTRATION 

Calvert and Lockyer (2005), states that the problem with service charge is that they are variable 

in name, nature and variable in the timing of their impact on the tenants budgeting and 

accounting processes, and that the matter is getting worse. Service charges can go up or down 

without any limit, but the landlord can only recover costs which are reasonable. You have the 

right to apply to the tribunal to challenge any service charges that you feel are unreasonable, 

when considering buying a leasehold flat, it is important to find out what the current and future 

service charges are likely to be. Your solicitor will normally ask the seller for this 

information.The industry has no enforceable code of practice which makes all lease different 

and have a few legal requirement. Rent are clear but service charge are the added extra sum. 

Other challenges include; 
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METHODOLOGY 

The research design adopted in this study is exploratory research design which is otherwise 

known as survey research design and is a blueprint for the measurement, data collection and 

analysis based on the research questions of the study (Sekaran and Bougie, 2016). This study 

was conducted through survey research design. Survey research designs are procedures in 

quantitative research in which investigators will administer a questionnaire to the occupiers of 

the residential housing estate in order to describe the attitudes and their opinions. The method 

adopted involves asking the target population for information through questionnaire, one on 

one discussion as well as personal observation. This design is chosen simply because it involves 

rapid data collection and ability to understand a population from a sub set of the target 

population. 

 

Table 1 Sample size table 

Residential Zone Residential Type No of Unit Sample size 

 

Fate/Basin/GRA 

residential Zone 

Peter olohunishola GRA  24 11 

Deji Mustapha estate, Adisa 

Street GRA 

50 23 

EngrBabaita Housing Estate 

along Taoheed Road, Basin 

32 15 

OBNL Property at Yusuf Ali 

street, Fate 

46 21 

U18, Patigi Road, GRA, Estate, 

Ilorin. 

47 21 

34 Unit of 2Bedroom and 20 

units of 3 Bedroom Flat at GRA, 

Ilorin. 

54 25 

3 bedroom Flat at Abdul Salam 

Street, GRA, Ilorin. 

12 5 

1 bedroom Flat at Abdul Salam 

Street, GRA, Ilorin 

24 11 

Adewole Residential 

Zone 

3 Bedroom Apartment at 

Whitefield Hotel, Yebmol, Ilorin 

21 10 

 1 Bedroom Apartment at 

Whitefield Hotel, Yebmol, Ilorin 

23 11 

3 Bedroom Apartment at Engr. 

NurudeenOluwufunfun Street, 

Onipako Road, Gerewu, Ilorin 

12 5 

1 Bedroom Apartmentat Engr. 

NurudeenOluwufunfun Street, 

Onipako Road, Gerewu, Ilorin 

20 9 

3 Bedroom Apartment at Old 

Sawmill, Fate- Tanke,  

26 13 

3 Bedroom Apartment at Ekan 

road, Adewole Estate, Ilorin 

10 4 
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2 Bedroom Apartment Ekan 

road, Adewole Estate, Ilorin. 

14 6 

2 Bedroom Apartment at Lagos 

road, Adewole Estate, Ilorin 

20 9 

1 Bedroom Apartment 

Maduguri Road, Adewole 

Estate, Ilorin. 

33 15 

 Total 468 214 

 

Self-Administered Questionnaire 

This involved administering questionnaire to members living in the study area. The 

questionnaire was the major instrument through which the data for this research work is 

obtained. The questionnaire was designed, constructed, and presented in such a way and 

pattern as to provide answer to specific questions and then receive the attention of the 

respondents. The questionnaire contained multiple choice questions being easy to answer, 

record, present, analyze and used. The aim is to allow different opinions and views to be 

expressed by the respondent. 

 

DISCUSSION OF RESULT 

Table 2: Level of service charge paid and administration in the study area 

 Facilities/Services Mean Ranking Remark 

Electricity facilities 

Generator facilities 

3.70 

3.61 

1 

2 

High 

High 

Lightening of common part facilities 3.51 3 High 

Pest control and rodent eradication 3.33 4 High 

Securities service facilities 3.17 7 Moderate 

Cess pool and soakaway pit 3.15 8 Moderate 

Clearing of septic tanks facilities 3.13 9 Moderate 

Garden facilities 3.12 10 Moderate 

Fire extinguisher facilities 3.07 11 Moderate 

Pumping machine facilities 3.06 12 Moderate 

Drainage channel facilities 

 

Waste disposal facilities 

3.05 

 

3.05 

13 

 

14 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Average Mean 3.24  Moderate 

 

Table 4.2 reveals that the level of service charge administration on residential estate in Ilorin is 

moderate having recorded an average mean value of 3.24 which falls within the moderate 

range on the decision scale provided earlier. 

Also, Table 4.2 reveals in details the level of service charge administration for each of the 

fourteen services/facilities measured out of which electricity, generator , lightening of 

common part and pest control and rodent eradition were reported to be highly administered 

having mean values of 3.70, 3.61, 3.51 and 3.33 respectively. However, clearing and lightening 

of common part (with mean value of 3.27), electricity bill consumed in running of pumping 

machine, lift among other (with mean value of 3.17), securities service facilities (with mean 
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value of 3.15), cess pool and soakaway pit (having a mean value of 3.15) and clearing of septic 

tanks facilities having mean of 3.13 were all reported to be moderately administered. Similarly, 

garden facilities with recorded mean of 3.12, fire extinguisher facilities (having mean value of 

3.07) ,pumping machine facilities ( having mean value of 3.06) and drainage channel facilities 

with waste disposal facilities both having mean values of 3.05 are all implied to be moderately 

administered service charges. 

 

Table 3 Mean Ratings of Respondents’ Responses one issues and challenges involved in 

service Charge Administration (N =200) 

SN Issues and Challenges involved in Serve Charge 

Administration 

 

    X 

 

SD 

 

Mks 

1 Problem of choice of good tenants 3.50 0.54 SA 

2 Default in payment of rent 3.46 0.51 A 

3 Default in payment of rates and taxes 3.37 0.52 A 

4 Default in payment of service charge 3.58 0.72 SA 

5 Deterioration of facilities 3.40 0.51 A 

6 Uncooperative attitude of tenants 3.49 0.50 A 

7 Refusal to honour notice 3.56 0.48 SA 

8 Illegal activities on premises 3.66 0.52 SA 

9 Unacceptable conversion of premises 3.56 0.52 SA 

10 Unacceptable installation of gadgets 3.24 0.74 A 

  3.55 0.53 SA 

 

Key:X = Mean, SD = Standard Deviation, SA = Strongly Agreed; A = Agreed;  

n = number of respondents.  

 

From the data presented in Table 4.3 above, it was revealed that the mean ratings of the 

responses of the respondents shows that problem of choice of good tenant, default in 

payment of service charge, refusal to honor notice, illegal activities on premises and 

unacceptable conversion of premises were 3.50, 3.58, 3.56, 3.66 and 3.56 respectively which in 

each case fell within the boundary limit of 3.50 – 5.00 on a 5-point rating scale. This indicated 

that the 5 identified items are “Strongly Agreed” by the respondents on issues and challenges 

involved in service charge administration. The mean values of the remaining 5 items, 

specifically default in payment of rent, default in payment of rates and taxes, deterioration of 

facilities, uncooperative attitude of tenants and unacceptable installation of gadgets have a 

mean value of  3.46, 3.37, 3.40, 3.49 and 3.24 respectively which are within the boundary limit 

of 2.50 – 3.49 on 5-point rating scale. This indicated that the remaining 5 items are “Agreed” 

by the respondents to be issues and challenges involved in service charge administration. 

The cluster mean value of 3.55 which fell within boundary limit of 3.5 – 5.0 infers that the 

respondents strongly agreed that the identified 10 items are issues are challenges involved in 

service charge. The standard deviation values of the 10 identified issues and challenges 

involved in service charge administration in the table ranged from 0.50 to 0.74 which indicated 

that the responses of the respondents are close to one another and the mean. 
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CONCLUSSION 

The study discovered that a service charge is a levy paid by tenants to their landlord or property 

manager for the upkeep of common services provided by the landlord for their enjoyment. 

This charge ensures that the landlord is responsible for all aspects of the building and its 

development, including repairs and maintenance. It gives landlords the benefit of a "clean 

lease," which relieves them of their need to finance the expense of delivering basic property-

related services to tenants. As a result, property managers/landlords should use a transparent 

and consistent approach to the display of service fee expenditure as part of their best practice 

guidelines. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Real estate professionals are encouraged to make fees chargeable with respect to 

service delivery flexible such that occupants may not pay exorbitant amounts yet 

receive an efficient service delivery which will further encourage them in payment of 

such charges, while the aesthetic quality of the property will be improved upon and 

occupants will be satisfied with what is been paid for. 

2. It is essential that service charge documents clearly disclose the basis for apportioning 

service charge costs between tenants. Service Charge monies should be kept in a 

separate bank accounts and that interest generated on such accounts should be 

credited to benefit the occupiers. 
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